Title: METHOD AND DEVICES FOR RUNNING TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC PUSH-BUTTON CONFIGURATION SESSIONS

FIG 6

Fig 6 diagram showing network configuration with devices D1 to D6.

Abstract: The invention aims at technology specific Push Button Configuration sessions within a heterogeneous network with multiple communication network technologies, capable of achieving a reliable prevention of overlapping PBC sessions without any deadlocks of technology specific PBC methods. It is proposed a mechanism for a network with a plurality of network node devices (D1 ... D6) interconnected to each other via at least one interface and/or over multiple hops and authenticated or unauthenticated for the network, by enabling a two-level Push Button Configuration with one of the network node devices being authenticated for the network as registrar (D6). The level-1 of the two-level Push Button Configuration accomplishes the detection of a Push Button Configuration, prevention of overlapping PBC sessions independent of underlying communication technology, coordination of technology-specific PBC runs. In the level-2 it is performed a technology-specific Push Button Configuration triggered by the level-1.
The invention relates to a method for controlling the run of technology specific Push Button Configuration sessions within a heterogeneous network with multiple communication network technologies according to the pre-characterizing part of claim 1, a registrar network node device for controlling the run of technology specific Push Button Configuration sessions within a heterogeneous network with multiple communication network technologies according to the pre-characterizing part of claims 10 and 11, a computer readable storage media executable by a processor for controlling the run of technology specific Push Button Configuration sessions within a heterogeneous network with multiple communication network technologies according to claim 20 and a heterogeneous network for controlling the run of technology specific Push Button Configuration sessions according to claim 21.

The current data-centric use of networks (Internet access, media streaming) is increasingly extended towards home control functionality (home automation for climate control, lighting, burglar alarm, home energy network). Such home networks use according to FIGURE 1 for instance various communication network technologies like Ethernet (IEEE 802.3), WLAN/WiFi (IEEE 802.11), and Power Line Communication (PLC; IEEE 1901). For this reason they are heterogeneous. The standard IEEE P1905.1, which according to D02 Draft Standard for Convergent Digital Home Network (CDHN) for Heterogeneous Technologies from December 14, 2011 [1] is currently under development, defines a home network standard supporting different network technologies by a specified "IEEE P1905.1"-Abstraction Layer.
FIGURE 2 shows the design of the abstraction layer based on the ISO/OSI-Reference Model with a management and data plane. The abstraction layer is embedded in an IEEE P1905.1-Architecture above a Media Access Control (MAC) -layer and a Physical layer as part of a "Network Node Device" NND within the heterogeneous network. Thus, the network node device NND uses the cited technologies like Ethernet (IEEE 802.3), WLAN/WiFi (IEEE 802.11), and Power Line Communication (PLC; IEEE 1901) and additionally a technology according to the specification of the Multimedia over Coax Alliance (MoCA) via corresponding interfaces according to FIGURE 2. It is not compulsory or mandatory for a typical network node device to support all cited communication technologies. It is possible that the network node device NND supports only one or two of the cited technologies or completely other network technologies. Thus the network node device NND supports at least one network technology.

At least one goal of the IEEE P1905.1 standardization activities is the security mechanism during a setup or registration of a new device, called an "enrollee", which wants to join the heterogeneous network. The security mechanism is needed to protect the home network from external attacks. Such security mechanisms have to be configured with a security credential (password, passphrase, cryptographic key) that is burdensome to set-up manually.

The specific problem of using a Push-Button Configuration (PBC) in an "IEEE P1905.1"-network comes from the fact that multiple devices (belonging even to different technologies) are activated to accept a new device. So in the current version of the standard, more than one device could register with the "IEEE P1905.1"-network after a single button press. An attacker node may therefore register undetected when an authorized registration of a new device takes place. Further, even in a scenario where there is no attacker node, if multiple existing nodes of the home network (for e.g. access points) activate their technology specific PBC mode simulta-
neously it may lead to failure of the new node's attempts to join the network. This is specifically the case when the access points (or the nodes involved in registering the new node in the network via the technology specific Push Button Configuration) are IEEE 802.11 (WLAN) access points supporting as a Push-Button Configuration in the WLAN environment a Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS). Taking this into account a technology specific Push Button Configuration is a Push Button Configuration, which is used specifically for each of the communication network technologies within the heterogeneous network.

Currently a push button method is provided in heterogeneous convergent digital home networks in order to allow the end-user to easily setup the security credentials and permit new network devices to join the convergent digital home network. An example for this is the mechanism provided in the IEEE P1905.1 draft standard under development. Here using the P1905.1 push button mechanism, technology specific Push Button Configurations (PBC) are activated on authenticated devices in the home network. This enables the new joining device to carry out a technology specific Push Button Configuration itself with a suitable device (based on range, connectivity, and media type) to get security credentials to join the home network.

One of the basic problems with this is, that multiple technology specific Push Button Configurations (PBC) triggered by the same push button event may actually fail because they recognize each other as a conflicting PBC run. This is especially the case in Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS) with "Wi-Fi"-devices.

The mechanisms provided however are limited, for example, they do not work for the case of home networks where multiple registrars are present [multiple registrars are possible, see page 11 of the "Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS) " Specification defined by the Wi-Fi Alliance Version 1.0, September 2006,
which is the de-facto standard for WLAN security setup (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wi-Fi_Protected_Setup and http://www.wi-fi.org/wi-fi-protected-setup )].

Furthermore in the IEEE P1905.1 solution the technology specific Push-Button Configuration is started only by the registrar, which implies that for the case where the new device is not within range of the registrar, but within the range of another "Wi-Fi"-access point the Push-Button Configuration attempt fails.

Additionally, the registrar is a logical entity and can be separated from the access points. In this case the registrar itself might not have the capability to start a "Wi-Fi" specific Push Button Configuration at all. This will prevent any nodes from joining the network using the "Wi-Fi" technology specific PBC.

Convergent Digital Home Networks (CDHNs) are home networks where different heterogeneous communication technologies are converged in a single home network. This is done by introducing an abstraction layer above the different communication technologies. The goal is a common user view and user experience independent of the underlying communication technology. Such a Convergent Digital Home Network is being defined, for instance, in the IEEE P1905.1 working group. The IEEE P1905.1 standard which is currently being defined specifies an abstraction layer, which converges IEEE 802.3, IEEE 802.11, IEEE 1901 (PLC), and Multimedia over Coax Alliance (MoCA®) and is extensible to other communication technologies.

Push Button Configuration is an accepted means of a user-friendly security setup in home networks. In a Convergent Digital Home Network, the push button configuration has to be agnostic to the underlying communication technologies.

The idea is that the user presses a push button on any of the network devices (the network Push Button Event (NW-PBE) ) and
on the new device, the enrollee (the enrollee Push Button Event (E-PBE)). This will start the push button configuration, even in the case where the network node with the NW-PBE and the enrollee have no communication technology in common, that is, they communicate through intermediate network nodes of the Convergent Digital Home Network. Changes to the technology-specific PBC method are considered to be too expensive and are not backward compatible.

Several communication technologies provide a technology-specific Push Button Configuration method (ts-PBC method). Such a method can be triggered by the abstraction layer of the Convergent Digital Home Network, but the ts-PBC is solely controlled by the rules of the specific communication technology. That is, the Convergent Digital Home Network can not influence the ts-PBC run except for starting it.

The problem of "overlapping PBC sessions" is, that more than one device (enrollee) wants to join the network for a single push button event. It can be assumed that one of the devices is an attacker. The problem of overlapping PBC sessions is according to FIGURE 3 more severe in Convergent Digital Home Networks due to the potential multi-hop nature and the different communication technologies:

- The overlapping PBC sessions might happen with different technologies, so that technology-specific mechanisms for the detection of overlapping PBC sessions will not work.

- The geographic distance between the overlapping PBC sessions can be larger compared to ts-PBC sessions due to the multi-hop capability of the Convergent Digital Home Network. In a specific technology, the Push Button Configuration is usually focused on a single network device such as a Wi-Fi Access Point. In a Convergent Digital Home Network, the Push Button Configuration can happen at any network node with a ts-PBC method.
The "deadlock of technology specific PBC sessions" is a new problem that occurs in Convergent Digital Home Networks. If the Convergent Digital Home Network starts multiple ts-PBC sessions of the same communication technology due to the propagation of the NW-PBE to all Convergent Digital Home Network nodes, each ts-PBC session will detect each other as an overlapping session and will cancel the Push Button Configuration runs, so that no Push Button Configuration will happen for this communication technology at all.

Particularly, this is a problem of Wi-Fi Protected Setup, the PBC method for IEEE 802.11 / Wi-Fi (cf. FIGURE 3).

The current version of the draft IEEE P1905.1 specification [1] does not define a mechanism for preventing or detecting overlapping sessions in the increased scope of this problem in Convergent Digital Home Networks.

IEEE P1905.1 submission 11/0087r1 [2] defines a similar method that detects and prevents overlapping sessions in a Convergent Digital Home Network, but it requires some interaction with the technology-specific PBC method. The CDHN node detects an enrollee solely based on the received technology-specific PBC messages sent by the enrollee; and in case of overlapping PBC sessions a PBC Abort message stops ongoing ts-PBC runs.

Furthermore, such a functionality as a CDHN registrar is not known and some parts of the description are rather high

level.

IEEE P1905.1 submission 12/007r1 [3] describes a scheme rudimentarily that at least detects overlapping PBC sessions, but cannot prevent them. The CDHN nodes are informed about successful Push Button Configurations.

The current version of the draft IEEE P1905.1 specification [1] does define a method targeted at the problem of deadlock
of ts-PBC sessions for the case of Wi-Fi Protected Setup. Only the Access Point (AP) where the NW-PBE occurred (push button pressed) or the Wi-Fi registrar can start the WPS push button method. The short-coming of this method is that an enrollee will never be able to connect to the network if it is only in range of an access point that will not be allowed to enable the WPS Push Button Configuration.

IEEE P1905.1 submission 12/007rl [3] describes an alternative scheme for the problem of deadlock of Wi-Fi Protected Setup PBC sessions. Here, only the AP where the NW-PBE occurred (push button pressed) is activated or all access points are activated with a random delay. This means, that all access points start their WPS PBC at different times thereby reducing the chance of deadlock due to technology-specific overlapping PBC sessions while connecting the enrollee at any access point of the Convergent Digital Home Network.

The most well-know technology-specific Push Button Configuration method is as indicated above the Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS) [4].

It is an object of the invention to specify a method and network node device for controlling the run of technology specific Push Button Configuration sessions within a heterogeneous network with multiple communication network technologies as well as a heterogeneous network with multiple communication network technologies, which is capable to achieve a reliable prevention of overlapping PBC sessions without any deadlocks of technology specific PBC methods.

This object of the invention is solved
(1) by a method based on the pre-characterizing part of claim 1 using the features of the characterizing part of claim 1,
(2) by a registrar network node device based on the pre-characterizing part of claims 10 and 11 using the features of the characterizing part of claims 10 and 11,
(3) by a computer readable storage media being executable by
a processor according to claim 20 and
(4) by a heterogeneous network according to claim 21.

The invention (claims 1, 10, 11, 20, and 21) proposes an en-
hanced mechanism for controlling the run of technology spe-
cific Push Button Configuration sessions within a heterogene-
ous network with multiple communication network technologies
and a plurality of network node devices interconnected to
each other via at least one interface and/or over multiple
hops and authenticated or unauthenticated for the network, by
enabling a two-level Push Button Configuration within the
heterogeneous network, especially within a Convergent Digital
Home Network (CDHN) according to the IEEE P1905.1 standard
specific, based on a network node device of the network node
devices being authenticated for the network as registrar,
which is especially selectable or determined.

The level-1 of the two-level Push Button Configuration per-
formed at the abstraction layer (cf. FIGURE 2) of the hetero-
geneous network respectively the Convergent Digital Home Net-
work (CDHN) accomplishes the detection of the wish for Push
Button Configuration, prevention of overlapping PBC sessions
independent of underlying communication technologies, coordi-
nation of technology-specific PBC runs, especially the selec-
tion of a network node for the technology specific Push But-
ton Configuration (ts-PBC) and the triggering of the technol-
gy specific Push Button Configuration, whereas in the level-
2 of the two-level Push Button Configuration performed within
a technology-specific communication technology a technology-
specific Push Button Configuration is used, which is trig-
gered by the level-1 of the two-level Push Button Configura-
tion.

Thereby especially the registrar network node device, called
as CDHN registrar, should not be confused with a registrar of
a technology-specific PBC method such as a WPS registrar (Wi-
Fi Protected Setup). The invention assumes a clear distinc-
tion between the functionality of the CDHN registrar and the
functionality of a registrar for a technology specific Push Button Configuration method. However, real implementations may combine both functionalities.

According to the invention it is advantageous to provide a method for reusing push button configuration methods specific to a communication technology in a convergent digital home network, such as for example IEEE 1905.1 networks.

According to the invention it is advantageous to provide ease of use to the user of the home network and the same level of user experience of user convenience as well-known technology-specific push button configuration protocols such as the Wi-Fi Protected Setup [4].

The user can press the push buttons in any order, and the push button of any device already part of the network, independent of the available communication technologies at this device, will allow the new device to be authenticated for communication in the Convergent Digital Home Network with the corresponding PBC method.

According to the invention it is advantageous to detect and prevent overlapping PBC sessions. At the CDHN level, this is the push button configuration of more than one enrollee for one push button event. On the other hand, the invention allows having multiple PBC runs for multiple interface of the very same enrollee for a single PBE.

According to the invention it is advantageous to avoid deadlock of technology-specific PBC runs. At the CDHN level, the CDHN registrar will collect and analyze candidate CDHN nodes for ts-PBC runs and does an election of the CDHN nodes that will start their ts-PBC method. This avoids deadlock of ts-PBC runs. Alternative selection criteria allow different degrees of granularity and smartness for the election of CDHN nodes.
According to the invention it is advantageous that there is a single CDHN registrar, which coordinates the prevention of overlapping PBC sessions and potential deadlocks of ts-PBC runs. Simple methods for assigning the CDHN registrar functionality to a node of the Convergent Digital Home Network are provided.

According to the invention it is advantageous to describe messages and the flow of these messages for exchanging information related to the Convergent Digital Home Network's Push Button Configuration (CDHN PBC) on the level-1 of the two-level Push Button Configuration.

The CDHN PBC is divided in two levels. The level-1 is located at the CDHN layer and controls the PBC functionality with respect to the Convergent Digital Home Network providing most of the positive CDHN user experience with respect to Push Button Configuration. The actual Push Button Configuration for a communication technology is performed with unchanged existing PBC methods of the communication technologies.

No changes to the ts-PBC methods are required. This avoids high costs for changes and ensures backward compatibility of home network devices.

Further advantages of the present invention arise out of the following description of the preferred embodiments of the invention.

The preferred embodiments of the present invention will be described according to FIGURES 4 to 9 and Tables 1 to 4. The figures show:

FIGURE 4 a Convergent Digital Home Network (CDHN) with different underlying communication technologies,
FIGURE 5 a sequence diagram with the message flow for a two-level Convergent Digital Home Network (CDHN) Push Button Configuration method,

FIGURE 6 based on FIGURE 4 a modified Convergent Digital Home Network (CDHN) for detecting and preventing overlapping PBC sessions and preventing deadlock of technology-specific Push Button Configurations,

FIGURE 7 a sequence diagram for detecting and preventing overlapping PBC sessions,

FIGURE 8 a sequence diagram for preventing a deadlock between PBC sessions of the same technology,

FIGURE 9 the structure of a network node device for controlling the run of technology specific Push Button Configuration sessions within a heterogeneous network with multiple communication network technologies based on the abstraction layer embedded in the IEEE P1905.1-Architecture above the Media Access Control (MAC)-layer and the Physical layer according to FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 4 shows an example network topology of a heterogeneous network such as a Convergent Digital Home Network (CDHN). The network node devices D1...D6 of the Convergent Digital Home Network are connected with each other through possibly heterogeneous communication technologies. The network node devices of the Convergent Digital Home Network are also called CDHN nodes. Communication between devices of the network can be over multiple hops. The Convergent Digital Home Network of the FIGURE 4 contains besides the network node devices respectively CDHN nodes D1...D6 more network node devices than the cited ones and those devices are intermediate nodes on the communication between CDHN nodes D1...D6. With respect to the FIGURE 2 the devices have different underlying communication technologies MAC "A", MAC "B", MAC "C", and MAC "E". The MAC "A" might be WLAN/WiFi (IEEE 802.11), the MAC "C" might be
the Power Line Communication (PLC; IEEE 1901), the MAC 'E' might be Ethernet (IEEE 802.3), and the MAC 'B' might be some other communication technology, e.g. Multimedia over Coax Alliance (MoCA).

The IEEE 1905.1 specification [1] is an example for a Convergent Digital Home Network (CDHN). The preferred embodiment of the invention is described below with general CDHN terminology. A similar embodiment is also applicable for IEEE 1905.1 networks and similar networks.

According to the preferred embodiment of the invention, the Convergent Digital Home Network contains a network node device, namely the registrar network node device or CDHN registrar. The CDHN registrar is a logical component with a special functionality that can be located at any network node device of the Convergent Digital Home Network.

According to the FIGURE 4 the registrar functionality is assigned to the network node device D6. The assignment to a network node device can be done by selection/determination of a single CDHN registrar based on different methods, amongst them are:

- M1: Manual configuration (mechanical configuration through e.g. switches, by software e.g. a network management tool)
- M2: The first node of the Convergent Digital Home Network becomes the CDHN registrar.
- M3: The gateway of the home network is the CDHN registrar.
- M4: The CDHN node in the network where the Push Button has been pressed [where network Push Button Event (NW-PBE) happened] becomes the CDHN registrar for this CDHN Push Button Configuration.
- M5: Selection algorithm that leads to a choice of the CDHN registrar that is consistent between all nodes of the Convergent Digital Home Network.
The information which CDHN device is the CDHN registrar needs to be made available to all nodes in the Convergent Digital Home Network.

- For methods M1, M2, and M3 for selecting a single CDHN registrar, this can be done for instance by announcing the CDHN Registrar with corresponding announcement messages in the Convergent Digital Home Network. These CDHN registrar announcement messages can be, for instance, broadcast to all nodes in the Convergent Digital Home Network by relayed multicast.

- For method M4 for selecting a single CDHN registrar, this information corresponds to the originator of the PBE Notification message (described in the following) and can be taken from a notification message notifying about the Push Button Event, e.g. the network Push Button Event NW-PBE, the so-called PBENotification message.

- For method M5 for selecting a single CDHN registrar, this information might be provided by the used selection algorithm or the CDHN registrar is announced as for methods M1, M2, and M3.

Once again the CDHN registrar should not be confused with a registrar of a technology-specific Push Button Configuration method such as a WPS registrar. The invention assumes a clear distinction between the functionality of the CDHN registrar and the functionality of a registrar for a technology-specific Push Button Configuration method. However, real implementations may combine both functionalities.

The level-1 of the two-level Push Button Configuration performed at the abstraction layer (cf. FIGURE 2) of the heterogeneous network respectively the Convergent Digital Home Network (CDHN) accomplishes the detection of the wish for Push Button Configuration, prevention of overlapping PBC sessions independent of underlying communication technology, coordination of technology-specific PBC runs, especially the selection of a network node for the technology specific Push Button Configuration (ts-PBC) and the triggering of the technol-
ogy specific Push Button Configuration, whereas in the level-2 of the two-level Push Button Configuration performed within a technology-specific communication technology a technology-specific Push Button Configuration is used, which is triggered by the level-1 of the two-level Push Button Configuration.

Different actions are performed on the enrollee and the network nodes for the level-2 of the Convergent Digital Home Network Push Button Configuration method. Enrollee and CDHN nodes can be distinguished, for instance, based on their authentication and association state. Some examples are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enrollee</th>
<th>CDHN node</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no valid network ID</td>
<td>valid network ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not associated to CDHN</td>
<td>associated to CDHN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unauthenticated network interfaces (no authenticated network interface)</td>
<td>has authenticated network interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no successful push button configutation done</td>
<td>successful push button configutation done</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Examples for distinction between enrollee and CDHN node

In order to authenticate a new CDHN node, the enrollee, with another CDHN node that is already part of a Convergent Digital Home Network, a push button has to be pressed at the enrollee and at any CDHN node of the network. The push button can be a real button, a software button, or a virtual button (by some means, e.g. software instruction triggering a Push Button Event). The order for pressing the push buttons is arbitrary (enrollee first or enrollee second).
Pressing the push button at the enrollee creates a Push Button Event (PBE), it is called the enrollee Push Button Event (E-PBE). Pressing the push button at the network node device creates a Push Button Event (PBE), it is called the network Push Button Event (NW-PBE).

FIGURE 5 shows the flow of messages in a CDHN network according to the preferred embodiment of the invention in a sequence diagram. The messages are explained further on in the text, including when to generate the messages and what to do upon the receipt of a message.

Upon pressing a push button on a new device ND (the third network node device in the claims) as enrollee being unauthenticated for the heterogeneous network an enrollee Push Button Event E-PBE is released for what reason the enrollee start its technology-specific Push Button Configuration (ts-PBC) and announce its wish to perform a PBC run at the CDHN layer (level-1 of the two-level Push Button Configuration) by sending, especially periodically, PBCActivated messages (the PBC activated message in the claims).

Upon pressing a push button on one network node device (the first network node device in the claims) of the network node devices D1...D4 being authenticated for the network, which is e.g. according to the FIGURE 5 the first network node device D1, a network Push Button Event NW-PBE is released for what reason the first network node device D1 distributes the Push Button Event NW-PBE to all other authenticated CDHN nodes D2, D3, D4 of the network node devices D1...D4 in the network - of which according to the FIGURE 5 the network node device D2 is the CDHN registrar and the network node devices D3, D4 (the second network node devices in the claims) are adjacent to the enrollee respectively the third network node device ND - by sending and relaying a PBENotification message (the notification message in the claims).
The network node devices D1...D4 are listening for PBCActivated messages during a CDHN Walk Time. The information of the PBCActivated message and additional information is forwarded to the CDHN registrar D2 in PBCRequest messages (the PBC request message in the claims). The CDHN registrar D2 selects the CDHN node D3 and the corresponding interfaces that are allowed to perform a technology-specific Push Button Configuration run based on the information of the collected PBCRequest messages.

If the CDHN registrar detects overlapping Push Button Configuration sessions, no CDHN node is selected. If the CDHN registrar detects a possible deadlock of technology-specific Push Button Configurations, only one candidate CDHN node or interface is selected.

A PBCStart message (the PBC start message in the claims) is sent to the selected CDHN node D3 by the CDHN registrar D2. On receipt of a PBCStart message, the CDHN node D3 starts its technology-specific Push Button Configuration on the specified interface.

Level-1 actions of the two-level Push Button Configuration on an enrollee Push Button Event E-PBE at the third network node device respectively the enrollee ND (level-1 actions on E-PBE).

On an enrollee Push Button Event E-PBE, the enrollee ND takes the following actions at the CDHN layer (level-1 of the two-level Push Button Configuration):
- The enrollee goes into a state "CDHN_PBC_enabled", where level-1 actions of the CDHN Push Button Configuration method are allowed. This state has a maximum duration of a CDHN walk time, for instance, 120 seconds.

Note: The state CDHN_PBC_enabled is a logical concept in this description and can be described and implemented in many different ways, for example, as state variable, as
Boolean variable, as timer, as active timer, as "during CDHN walk time", etc.

- The enrollee starts the technology-specific Push Button Configuration methods (ts-PBC methods), if available, on each of its unauthenticated (CDHN) interfaces.

- If the enrollee is in state CDHN_PBC_enabled, it sends messages "PBCActivated" to all its unauthenticated (CDHN) interfaces especially periodically. The periodicity has to be chosen in such a way that fast discovery of the enrollee within the CDHN walk time is ensured. A preferred interval for PBCActivated messages is, for instance, 1 second. The periodicity might be different at the different interfaces and might be determined by specific mechanisms of the underlying communication technology (e.g. beacon intervals).

The PBCActivated message can be realized in different ways, for example:
- As a specific PBCActivated message.
- As one or more additional data structures, so called Type Length Value (TLV) encodings, included in already existing message specifications, e.g. Neighbor Discovery messages.

The PBCActivated message or its representation includes the following parameters amongst other possible parameters:

- Some ID or type value that indicates that it is a PBCActivated message or equivalent (Parameter A1).
- The CDHN MAC Address of the enrollee. This is required to recognize duplicates of the PBCActivated message of the same enrollee (Parameter A2).

- A Push Button Event ID (PBE ID). This is a preferred parameter that helps to distinguish multiple push button events of the same enrollee (Parameter A3).

- The MAC Address of the interface, through which the PBCActivated message has been sent. This is a preferred parameter, but it is necessary to distinguish multiple interfaces, especially of the same communication technology (Parameter A4).
- Media information about the communication technology of the interface, through which the PBCActivated message has been sent. This is a preferred parameter. It can help the CDHN registrar to make a better selection of the CDHN node for the technology-specific PBC run. The media information is less useful for wired communication technologies than for wireless communication technologies. Moreover, the media information can be used to distinguish PBCActivated messages of the same enrollee that are sent over different communication technologies \((\text{Parameter A5})\).

Level-1 actions of the two-level Push Button Configuration on a network Push Button Event NW-PBE at the first network node device respectively the CDHN node D1 (level-1 actions on NW-PBE):

On a network Push Button Event NW-PBE the CDHN node D1 takes the following actions at the CDHN layer (level-1 of the two-level Push Button Configuration):

- The CDHN node goes into a state „CDHN_PBC_enabled”, where level-1 actions of the CDHN Push Button Configuration method are allowed. This state has a maximum duration of CDHN walk time, for instance, 120 seconds.

\textbf{Note:} The state CDHN_PBC_enabled is a logical concept in this description and can be described and implemented in many different ways, for example, as state variable, as Boolean variable, as timer, as active timer, as „during CDHN walk time”, etc.

- The CDHN node sends a Push Button Event Notification message (PBENotification message) to all other nodes of the CDHN. The PBENotification message is sent preferably by broadcast or relayed multicast.

The PBENotification message or its representation includes the following parameters:

- Some ID or type value that indicates that it is a PBENotification message or equivalent.
- The CDHN MAC Address of the originator of the PBENotification message, that is, the CDHN node with the NW-PBE. This is a preferable parameter. It can be used to recognize multiple NW-PBES.

- A Push Button Event ID (PBE ID). This is a preferred parameter that helps to distinguish multiple push button events of the same CDHN node or within the CDHN.

- Both, CDHN MAC Address and/or PBE ID can be used to detect duplicate PBENotification messages during the propagation within the Convergent Digital Home Network.

On receipt of a PBENotification message a CDHN node takes the following actions at the CDHN layer (level-1 of the two-level Push Button Configuration):

- Preferably, the CDHN node performs duplicate detection for the received PBENotification message and discards any duplicates of an already received PBENotification.

- The CDHN node goes into a state "CDHN_PBC_enabled", where level-1 actions of the CDHN Push Button Configuration method are allowed. This state has a maximum duration of CDHN walk time, for instance, 120 seconds.

**Note**: The state CDHN_PBC_enabled is a logical concept in this description and can be described and implemented in many different ways, for example, as state variable, as Boolean variable, as timer, as active timer, as "during CDHN walk time", etc.

- The CDHN node propagates the PBENotification method according to the propagation rules (broadcast, relayed multicast, duplicate detection) to its neighbor CDHN nodes.

Now, all nodes of the Convergent Digital Home Network are in state CDHN_PBC_enabled and wait for the receipt of PBCActivated messages sent by the enrollee.

If a CDHN node is in state CDHN_PBC_enabled and receives a PBCActivated message it does the following:
- Preferably, the CDHN node performs duplicate detection for the received PBCActivated message and discards any duplicates of an already received PBCActivated message.
- The CDHN node sends the content of the PBCActivated message to the CDHN registrar, preferably by (relayed) unicast. This can be realized in different ways:
  - Forwarding the PBCActivated message to the CDHN registrar.
  - As a specific message, for instance, a Push Button Configuration Request (PBCRequest) message.
  - As one or more additional data structures, so called Type Length Value (TLV) encodings, included in already existing message specifications that are sent to the CDHN registrar.

The forwarded PBCActivated message, the PBCRequest message, or their representations preferably include the following additional parameters:
- Some ID or type value that indicates that it is a PBCRequest message or equivalent \((\text{Parameter A6})\).
- Media information about the communication technology of the interface through which the PBCActivated message has been received. This is a preferred parameter. It can help the CDHN registrar to make a better selection of the CDHN node for the technology-specific PBC run. The media information is less useful for wired communication technologies than for wireless communication technologies. However, the media information can be used to distinguish PBCActivated messages of the same enrollee that are sent over different communication technologies \((\text{Parameter A7})\).
- Some additional information about the link quality. This is a preferred parameter. This information is especially useful for wireless interfaces. The CDHN registrar can base the election of the network node for the PBC run on the best link quality \((\text{Parameter A8})\).
- The CDHN MAC Address of the recipient of the PBCActivated message or the originator of the PBCRequest message. This is required in order to know the CDHN node that is a po-
tentative candidate for being selected for performing a
technology-specific PBC run, i.e. being the recipient of a
PBCStart message *(Parameter A9)*.

- A Push Button Event ID (PBE ID). This is a preferred pa-
  rameter that helps to distinguish multiple push button events in the network. It also helps to link PBENotification messages and PBCActivated / PBCRequest messages to a specific push button event *(Parameter A10)*.

- The MAC Address of the interface through which the PBCActi-
vated message has been received. This is a preferred pa-
rameter, but it is necessary to distinguish multiple in-
terfaces at the same CDHN node, especially of the same communication technology *(Parameter A11)*.

In the following, the term PBCRequest message is used for the above described forwarded and extended PBCActivated message, the PBCRequest message containing the content of the received PBCActivated message, or the corresponding representation.

If a CDHN registrar is in state CDHN_PBC_enabled and receives a PBCRequest message it does the following:

- If it is the first PBCRequest message it receives during
  this CDHN walk time or period of state CDHN_PBC_enabled,
  it saves the received PBCRequest message and waits some time $T_{\text{wait\_PBCRequest}}$ in order to wait for possible fu-
  ther PBCRequest messages.

$T_{\text{wait\_PBCRequest}}$ is smaller than CDHN walk time, preferably quite small, for example, 10, 12, or 20 seconds.

$T_{\text{wait\_PBCRequest}}$ should cover a time period that allows all CDHN nodes to receive PBCActivated message from the enrollee (if there is a possible link between the enrollee and the CDHN node) plus the necessary time for the genera-
tion and the communication of the PBCRequest from the CDHN node to the CDHN registrar.

- After $T_{\text{wait\_PBCRequest}}$ is over, the CDHN registrar per-
forms the methods for detecting and preventing overlapping PBC sessions and for electing the CDHN node(s) for running the ts-PBC.
Detection and prevention of overlapping PBC sessions;
The CDHN registrar counts how many different enrollee CDHN MAC addresses are contained in all PBCRequest messages received during T_wait_PBCRequest.

If all received PBCRequest message contain the same Parameter A2, the enrollee CDHN MAC address, (count is 1), only a single enrollee wants to join the network and the registrar can proceed to the election of an (already authenticated) CDHN node for the ts-PBC run.

If there are different Parameter A2, the enrollee CDHN MAC address, in all received PBCRequest messages (count is greater than 1), there are multiple enrollees wanting to join the network. This constitutes overlapping PBC sessions in a Convergent Digital Home Network. The overlapping sessions are prevented by not election any CDHN node for the ts-PBC run, that is, the enrollees will not find a partner for their technology-specific Push Button Configuration. In case of overlapping PBC session, the CDHN preferably issues an error indication or starts any appropriate action for the case of overlapping PBC sessions.

However, it might happen due to unfortunate timing of the push button event at the second (overlapping) enrollee, that the PBCRequest messages triggered by the PBCActivated messages of this second (overlapping) enrollee arrive only after the CDHN registrar has already elected and informed a CDHN node for the ts-PBC run and while the CDHN walk time is still active, that is, the CDHN registrar is still in the state CDHN_PBC_enabled for the same NW-PBE. In this case no CDHN node is elected for this enrollee, that is, the second (overlapping) enrollee will not find a partner for its ts-PBC. Since it is not clear whether the first or the second enrollee is the one the user wishes to authenticate, the Convergent Digital Home Network preferably issues an error indication or starts any appropriate action for this case of overlapping PBC sessions.
In an extension, the chances for such a situation of overlapping PBC sessions (first enrollee already authenticated before second enrollee is detected) can be decreased by increasing the duration of $T_{\text{wait\_PBCRequest}}$. Here, the CDHN registrar will listen longer for PBCRequest messages.

*Election of CDHN node(s) for running the technology-specific Push Button Configuration (ts-PBC);*

A CDHN node for running the ts-PBC is only selected if there is exactly one enrollee (CDHN device). The CDHN registrar elects the CDHN node or nodes for running the technology-specific push button configuration based on the $\text{Parameter A4}$ and $\text{Parameter All}$ that are contained in all PBCRequest messages received during $T_{\text{wait\_PBCRequest}}$. Each distinct $\text{Parameter A4}$, the MAC Address of the interface through which the PBCActivated messages have been sent by the enrollee, corresponds to an interface of the enrollee for which a ts-PBC has to be triggered at one of the CDHN nodes. The CDHN registrar determines how many different $\text{Parameter All}$, the MAC Address of the interface through which the PBCActivated message has been received at the originator of the PBCRequest message, are reported for each distinct $\text{Parameter A4}$ in the received PBCRequest messages. In other words, the tuples $<\text{Parameter A4}, \text{Parameter All}>$ are analyzed or, with other words, all potential links between the enrollee and a CDHN node of the network are counted and analyzed. If there is only one distinct $\text{Parameter All}$ for a specific $\text{Parameter A4}$, then only one CDHN node is a potential PBC partner. The originator of the corresponding PBCRequest ($\text{Parameter A9}$) will be elected as CDHN node for the ts-PBC for this communication technology defined by the interface ($\text{Parameter All}$).

If there is more than one distinct $\text{Parameter All}$ for a specific $\text{Parameter A4}$, then more than one communication technology interfaces are potential PBC partners for the very same
interface of the enrollee. The different communication technology interfaces might be located at the same CDHN node or at more than one CDHN nodes. It is very likely, that a deadlock of the ts-PBC will happen if all originators of the corresponding PBC Requests \textit{(Parameter A9)} will be elected as CDHN node for the ts-PBC for the communication technology defined by the interfaces \textit{(Parameter All)}. The CDHN registrar elects one CDHN node and one of its reported interfaces of the possible CDHN nodes and interfaces as CDHN node for the ts-PBC for this communication technology defined by the interface \textit{(Parameter All)}. The possible CDHN nodes and interfaces are reported in the received PBCRequest messages and determined in the analysis of the tuples \textit{<Parameter A4, Parameter All>}. Alternatively parameter choices for detecting multiple candidate CDHN nodes for a specific interface of the enrollee are amongst others:

- CDHN MAC Address of the recipient of the PBCActivated message (tuples \textit{<Parameter A4, Parameter A9>}) : The CDHN MAC Address provides the capability to detect multiple candidate CDHN nodes independent of their communication technologies that could connect to the enrollee.

- Media Information (tuples \textit{<Parameter A4, Parameter A5> or <Parameter A4, Parameter A7>}) : The media information provides the capability to detect multiple candidate CDHN nodes for the same technology. Only one candidate CDHN node for a communication technology is selected. Based on pre-knowledge which communication technology will cause deadlock for ts-PBC runs, only for those the selection of CDHN nodes has to be restricted to a single elected CDHN node in an extension.

- Any combination of \textit{Parameter All, Parameter A9, Parameter A4, or Parameter A5}. The more information is available the more fine-grained and smarter the election of CDHN nodes can be performed.
The CDHN registrar sends a PBCStart message to all elected CDHN nodes. The PBCStart messages are preferably sent by (re-layed) unicast.

5 The PBCStart message can be realized in different ways:
- As a specific PBCStart message.
- As one or more additional data structures, so called Type Length Value (TLV) encodings, included in already existing message specifications.

10 The PBCStart message or its representation includes the following parameters among others:
- Some ID or type value that indicates that it is a PBCStart message or equivalent.

15 - The CDHN MAC Address of the elected CDHN node. This CDHN node has been an originator of a PBCRequest message. The value for this parameter can be taken from Parameter A9 of the corresponding PBCRequest message (CDHN MAC Address of the recipient of the PBCActivated message or the originator of the PBCRequest message). This is required as the destination of the PBCStart message (Parameter A12).

- The MAC Address of the interface at which the technology-specific PBC run has to be started. This is a preferred parameter. The value for this parameter can be taken from Parameter All of the corresponding PBCRequest message (MAC Address of the interface through which the PBCActivated message has been received). This parameter is necessary if the ts-PBC run has to be started not at all interfaces but only at a specific interface (Parameter A13).

30 - A Push Button Event ID (PBE ID). This is a preferred parameter that helps to distinguish multiple push button events in the network. It also helps to link PBENotification messages, PBCActivated / PBCRequest messages, and PBCStart messages to a specific push button event. The value of this parameter can be taken, for instance, from Parameter A10 of the PBCRequest message (PBE ID) (Parameter A14).
An alternative representation of the PBCStart message contains a list of CDHN MAC Addresses of elected CDHN nodes (Parameter A12) or a list of CDHN MAC Addresses of elected CDHN nodes with corresponding MAC Addresses of the elected interfaces for the ts-PBC (Parameter A12 and A13) instead of just a single elected CDHN node or CDHN node and interface.

A CDHN node that receives a PBCStart message preferably first checks whether it is the elected CDHN node. This is the case if the CDHN MAC Address of the CDHN node is contained in Parameter A12 (CDHN MAC Address of elected CDHN node) of the received PBCStart message.

If this is the case, the elected CDHN node starts the technology-specific PBC run at the communication technology interface specified in Parameter A13 (MAC Address of the interface at which the ts-PBC run has to be started) of the received PBCStart message. If Parameter A13 is not available, the ts-PBC run is started on all communication technology interfaces of the elected CDHN node.

The ts-PBC is already running at the enrollee, and now also the corresponding ts-PBC at a CDHN node of the network is running. Due to the election process at the CDHN registrar, the CDHN node is actually in reach of the enrollee and there is only a single CDHN node that runs the ts-PBC for an interface of the enrollee. This prevents deadlocks caused by simultaneous ts-PBC runs.

The enrollee might have multiple communication interfaces of the same technology. Depending on the actual communication technology, this might still lead to deadlocks caused by simultaneous ts-PBC runs with the previously described method. Therefore, in an extension, the CDHN registrar will elect no more than one CDHN node per communication technology or communication technology which is prone to deadlocks of the ts-PBC (such as Wi-Fi Protected Setup). This restriction can be made, for instance, by analyzing the Media information about
the communication technology of the interface through which
the PBCActivated message has been received at the originator
of the PBCRequest (Parameter A7 of the PBCRequest). In this
extension, Media Information of communication technology in-
terface has to be included in the PBCRequest (Parameter A5 of
the PBCActivated message or Parameter A7 of the PBCRequest
message).

An alternative to sending the PBCActivated messages at level-
1 by the enrollee as described above in the section on level-
1 actions on E-PBE is the following:

- On an enrollee Push Button Event E-PBE the enrollee starts
  the technology-specific Push Button configuration methods
  (ts-PBC methods), if available, on each of its unauthenti-
cated (CDHN) interfaces. There are no level-1 actions re-
quired except starting the ts-PBC methods (the level-2 ac-
tions).

- If the nodes of the CDHN are in state CDHN_PBC_enabled,
  they wait for the receipt of technology-specific messages
  sent by the enrollee announcing the wish for a ts-PBC.

- If a CDHN node is in state CDHN_PBC_enabled and receives
  such technology-specific messages from the enrollee, it
  performs similar actions as if it had received a PBCActi-
vated message from the enrollee, for instance, preferably
duplicate detection, construction of a PBCRequest message
out of the technology-specific PBC messages, and sending
this PBCRequest message to the CDHN registrar.

This alternative provides only technology-specific informa-
tion about the enrollee to the CDHN node, but no CDHN spe-
cific information about the enrollee, especially not the CDHN
MAC Address of the enrollee. This alternative will work fine,
if the enrollee has only one interface where it wants to per-
form a ts-PBC. The technology-specific information about the
enrollee is sufficient for the CDHN registrar to prevent
overlapping PBC sessions and to avoid deadlock of ts-PBC runs
in this case. However, if the enrollee has multiple inter-
faces where it wants to perform a ts-PBC, the CDHN registrar
will consider this as overlapping PBC sessions, because the CDHN MAC Address that is common to all these interfaces and connects all these interfaces to the same enrollee is not available to the CDHN registrar.

In order to illustrate the solution to the problems described for Push Button Configurations in Convergent Digital Home Networks to achieve a reliable prevention of overlapping PBC sessions without any deadlocks of technology specific PBC methods, examples for using the two-level CDHN Push Button Configuration method (or two-step CDHN PBC approach) are given. The examples also make use of some of the extensions of the preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIGURE 4 shows an example network topology of a heterogeneous network such as a Convergent Digital Home Network (CDHN). The network node devices D1...D6 of the Convergent Digital Home Network are connected with each other through possibly heterogeneous communication technologies. The network node devices of the Convergent Digital Home Network are also called CDHN nodes. Communication between devices of the network can be over multiple hops. The Convergent Digital Home Network of the FIGURE 4 contains besides the network node devices respectively CDHN nodes D1...D6 more network node devices than the cited ones and those devices are intermediate nodes on the communication between CDHN nodes D1...D6. With respect to the FIGURE 2 the devices have different underlying communication technologies MAC "A", MAC "B", MAC "C", and MAC "E". The MAC "A" might be WLAN/WiFi (IEEE 802.11), the MAC "C" might be the Power Line Communication (PLC; IEEE 1901), the MAC "E" might be Ethernet (IEEE 802.3), and the MAC "B" might be some other communication technology, e.g. Multimedia over Coax Alliance (MoCA).

According to the FIGURE 4 the registrar functionality is assigned to the network node device D6. It has been assigned the role of CDHN Registrar by some configuration mechanism, e.g. method M1. The information that the network node device
D6 is the CDHN Registrar has been made available to all CDHN nodes by some suitable means.

The nomenclature for the MAC addresses in the examples is as follows:

- $\text{MAC}_Dx$ CDHN MAC Address of CDHN device $Dx$
- $\text{MAC}_Dx_X$ MAC Address of underlying communication technology $MAC_X$ at CDHN device $Dx$. If there are multiple interfaces for communication technology $MAC_X$ at the same CDHN device, they will be indexed ($\text{MAC}_Dx_{X_i}$).

Note: Although there is some relationship between CDHN MAC address and interface MAC address in the nomenclature of the MAC addresses, there is none in the devices. Without any additional information, it cannot be derived from $\text{MAC}_Dx$ and $\text{MAC}_Dx_X$ that both addresses belong to the same device. The same applies to $\text{MAC}_Dx_X$ and $\text{MAC}_Dx_Y$.

FIGURE 6 shows based on the FIGURE 4 a modified topology of a Convergent Digital Home Network (CDHN) with two enrollees - a new device ND1 that a user wants to integrate into his Convergent Digital Home Network and an "accidental" new device ND2, whereas the registrar functionality is assigned to the network node device D6.

It is assumed in the cited CDHN topology that all network node devices other than the network node devices $D1...D6$ are considered transparent, so that the following neighbor relationships for the description is valid:

- neighbors of $D1$ are $D2$, $D3$, and $D6$
- neighbors of $D2$ are $D1$, $D3$, $D4$, $D5$, and $D6$
- neighbors of $D3$ are $D1$, $D2$, and $D6$
- neighbors of $D4$ are $D2$, $D5$, and $D6$
- neighbors of $D5$ are $D2$, $D4$, and $D6$
- neighbors of $D6$ are $D1$, $D2$, $D3$, $D4$, and $D5$
FIGURE 7 shows based on the sequence diagram of the FIGURE 5 the flow of messages in the CDHN network shown in the FIGURE 6 in a sequence diagram. The FIGURE 7 shows how according to the preferred embodiment of the invention overlapping Push Button Configuration (PBC) sessions are detected and how according to the preferred embodiment of the invention authentication of multiple enrollees ND1 and ND2 with the CDHN is prevented.

The user presses a push button at the network node device D3 of the network node devices D1...D6 (the first network node device in the claims), which leads to a network Push Button Event NW-PBE. Around the same time he presses a push button at the new device ND1, the enrollee (the third network node device in the claims), which leads to an enrollee Push Button Event E-PBE1. Somehow, a push button is also pressed at the "accidental" new device ND2, which leads to an enrollee Push Button Event E-PBE2.

Description of events and messages according to the FIGURE 7:

- A network Push Button Event NW-PBE at the (first) network node device respectively CDHN node D3.
  The CDHN node D3 goes into state CDHN_PBC_enabled for a CDHN Walk Time of 120 seconds.
- The CDHN node D3 broadcasts PBENotification message to its neighbors the network node devices D1, D2, and D6. The PBENotification message contains the following information: the data "MAC_D3" as CDHN MAC Address of the originator of the PBENotification message, the data "1913" as Push Button Event ID (PBE ID).
- The network node devices D1, D2, and D6 receive the PBENotification message from the CDHN node D3 and go into state CDHN_PBC_enabled for a CDHN Walk Time of 120 seconds.
- The network node devices D1, D2, and D6 relay the PBENotification message to their neighbors. The PBENotification messages illustrated with thin lines are detected as duplicates by the recipients and are not processed (dis-
carded). The duplicates are detected by comparing the CDHN MAC Address of the originator of the PBENotification message (the data "MAC_D3") and the PBE ID (the data "1913")

- The CDHN nodes D4 and D5 receive the PBENotification message from the CDHN node D2 and go into state CDHN_PBC_enabled for a CDHN Walk Time of 120 seconds.
- The CDHN nodes D4 and D5 relay the PBENotification message to their neighbors.

An enrollee Push Button Event E-PBE1 at the new device respectively the enrollee ND1.

The user wants to include this device in his home network. The enrollee ND1 goes into state CDHN_PBC_enabled for a CDHN Walk Time of 120 seconds. Furthermore, ND1 starts its technology-specific PBC run for MAC A with a technology-specific walk time of 120 seconds.

- The enrollee ND1 sends out PBCActivated messages on its interface MAC_ND1_A (MAC "A"). The PBCActivated message contains the following information: The data "MAC_ND1" as CDHN MAC Address of the enrollee (Parameter A2), the data "2719" as PBE ID (Parameter A3), the data "MAC_ND1_A" as MAC Address of the interface through which the PBCActivated message is sent (Parameter A4). Media information (Parameter A5) is not included in this example.

The enrollee ND1 may send only one PBCActivated message on its interface MAC_ND1_A (MAC "A"), if it can be ensured that the corresponding CDHN node will receive this single PBCActivated message. If there is some discovery mechanism involved where the CDHN node will not necessarily receive every PBCActivated message, the enrollee ND1 should send out multiple PBCActivated messages, preferably periodically. These multiple PBCActivated messages are identical in the main parameters A2, A3, A4, and A5. The FIGURE 7 shows only the first PBCActivated message sent by an enrollee (ND1 or ND2). Subsequent PBCActivated messages sent by an enrollee (ND1 or ND2) are detected as duplicates by the recipients and are not processed (discarded). The duplicates are detected by comparing Parameter A2 (the data
"MAC_ND1") and Parameter A3 (the data "2791") of the messages or Parameter A4 (the data "MAC_ND1_A") and Parameter A3 (the data "2791") of the messages.

- The CDHN nodes D1 and D2 adjacent to the enrollee ND1 each receive a PBCActivated message from the enrollee ND1.
- CDHN node D1 sends a PBCRequest message to the CDHN registrar D6. The PBCRequest message contains the following information: The information received in the PBCActivated message (the data "MAC_ND1", "2791", "MAC_ND1_A") , MAC "A" as Media information on the receiving interface (Parameter A7), the information "medium" as Link Quality (Parameter A8), the data "MAC_D1" as CDHN MAC Address of the recipient of the PBCActivated message / originator of the PBCRequest message (Parameter A9), the data "1913" as PBE ID (Parameter A10), the data "MAC_D1_A" as MAC Address of the interface through which the PBCActivated message has been received (Parameter A11).
- The CDHN registrar D6 receives the PBCRequest message from D1, stores its information and waits for T_wait_PBCRequest for further PBCRequest messages.
- The CDHN node D2 sends a PBCRequest message to the CDHN registrar D6. The PBCRequest message contains the following information: The information received in the PBCActivated message (the data "MAC_ND1", "2791", "MAC_ND1_A"), MAC "A" as Media information on the receiving interface (Parameter A7), the information "excellent" as Link Quality (Parameter A8), the data "MAC_D2" as CDHN MAC Address of the recipient of the PBCActivated message / originator of the PBCRequest message (Parameter A9), the data "1913" as PBE ID (Parameter A10), the data "MAC_D2_A" as MAC Address of the interface through which the PBCActivated message has been received (Parameter A11).
- The CDHN registrar D6 is waiting for further PBCRequest messages. The CDHN registrar D6 receives the PBCRequest message from the network node device D2 and stores its information and continues to wait for further PBCRequest messages.
• An "accidental" enrollee Push Button Event E-PBE2 at the new device respectively enrollee ND2.

The new device ND2 that accidentally receives a Push Button Event. The enrollee ND2 goes into state

CDHN_PBC_enabled for a CDHN Walk Time of 120 seconds. Furthermore, ND2 starts its technology-specific PBC run for MAC "B" with a technology-specific walk time of 120 seconds.

• The enrollee ND2 sends out PBCActivated messages on its interface MAC_ND2_B (MAC "B"). The PBCActivated message contains the following information: The data "MAC_ND2" as CDHN MAC Address of the enrollee (Parameter A2), the data "9591" as PBE ID (Parameter A3), the data "MAC_ND2_B" as MAC Address of the interface through which the PBCActivated message is sent (Parameter A4). Media information (Parameter A5) is not included in this example.

The enrollee ND2 may send only one PBCActivated message on its interface MAC_ND2_B (MAC "B") if it can be ensured that the corresponding CDHN node will receive this single PBCActivated message. If there is some discovery mechanism involved where the CDHN node will not necessarily receive every PBCActivated message, the enrollee ND2 should send out multiple PBCActivated messages, preferably periodically. These multiple PBCActivated messages are identical in the main parameters A2, A3, A4, and A5. The FIGURE 7 shows only the first PBCActivated message sent by an enrollee (ND1 or ND2). Subsequent PBCActivated messages sent by an enrollee (ND1 or ND2) are detected as duplicates by the recipients and are not processed (discarded). The duplicates are detected by comparing Parameter A2 (the data "MAC_ND2") and Parameter A3 (the data "9591") of the messages or Parameter A4 (the data "MAC_ND2_B") and Parameter A3 (the data "9591") of the messages.

• The CDHN node D5 receives a PBCActivated message from the "accidental" enrollee ND2.

• The CDHN node D5 sends a PBCRequest message to the CDHN registrar D6. The PBCRequest message contains the follow-
The information received in the PBCActivated message (the data "MAC_ND2", "9591", "MAC_ND2_B"), MAC "m" as Media information on the receiving interface (Parameter A7), Link Quality (Parameter A8) is not given, the data "MAC_D5" as CDHN MAC Address of the recipient of the PBCActivated message / originator of the PBCRequest message (Parameter A9), the data "1913" as PBE ID (Parameter A10), the data "MAC_D5_B" as MAC Address of the interface through which the PBCActivated message has been received (Parameter A11).

- The CDHN registrar D6 is still waiting for further PBCRequest messages. CDHN registrar D6 receives the PBCRequest message from the network node device D5 and stores its information and continues to wait for further PBCRequest messages.
- $T_{\text{wait}_{\text{PBCRequest}}}$ is now over.
- The CDHN registrar D6 analyses the received PBCRequest messages for overlapping PBC sessions by comparing Parameter A2. Table 2 shows the received PBCRequest messages and the relevant information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enrollee CDHN MAC Address (Parameter A2)</th>
<th>MAC Address of interface at enrollee through which PBCActivated message has been sent (Parameter A4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAC_ND1</td>
<td>MAC_ND1_A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC_ND1</td>
<td>MAC_ND1_A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC_ND2</td>
<td>MAC_ND2_B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Relevant content of received PBCRequest messages for detection of overlapping PBC sessions**

There are two distinct Enrollee CDHN MAC Addresses (Parameter A2): the data "MAC_ND1" and the data "MAC_ND2". Therefore, there is more than one enrollee trying to get authenticated with the Convergent Digital Home Network.
This constitutes overlapping PBC sessions. This is indicated by the star (🌟) next to the timeline of the CDHN registrar D6 in the FIGURE 7.

- The CDHN registrar D6 issues an indication of overlapping PBC sessions to the user interface and to other devices D1...D5 of the Convergent Digital Home Network.
- The network node devices D1...D6, ND1, and ND2 will leave state CDHN_PBC_enabled after CDHN Walk Time is over. The new devices ND1 and ND2 will finish their technology-specific PBC run without success after the technology-specific walk time is over since no CDHN node had started the corresponding ts-PBC.

FIGURE 8 shows based on the sequence diagram of the FIGURE 5 the flow of messages in the CDHN network shown in the FIGURE 6 in a sequence diagram. The FIGURE 8 shows how according to the preferred embodiment of the invention a deadlock between PBC runs of the same technology (e.g. MAC "A"), for the enrollee ND1 is prevented. The sequence diagram is based on the modified topology of a Convergent Digital Home Network (CDHN) shown in the FIGURE 6 but without the "accidental" new device ND2 and whereas the registrar functionality is assigned again to the network node device D6.

The user presses again a push button at the network node device D3 of the network node devices D1...D6 (the first network node device in the claims), which leads to a network Push Button Event NW-PBE. Around the same time he presses a push button at the new device ND1, the enrollee (the third network node device in the claims), which leads to an enrollee Push Button Event E-PBE1.

Description of events and messages according to the FIGURE 8:

- The events and messages are the same as in the sequence chart of the FIGURE 7 up to the "accidental" enrollee Push Button Event E-PBE2 at the new device respectively enrollee ND2 in the first example. In other words the "ac-
cidential" enrollee Push Button Event E-PBE2 does not happen.

- T_wait_PBCRequest is now over.
- CDHN registrar D6 analyses the received PBCRequest messages for overlapping PBC sessions by comparing Parameter A2. Table 3 shows the received PBCRequest messages and the relevant information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enrollee CDHN MAC Address (Parameter A2)</th>
<th>MAC Address of interface at enrollee through which PBCActivated message has been sent (Parameter A4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAC_ND1</td>
<td>MAC_ND1_A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC_ND1</td>
<td>MAC_ND1_A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Relevant content of received PBCRequest messages for detection of overlapping PBC sessions

There is only one distinct Enrollee CDHN MAC Address (Parameter A2): The data "MAC_ND1". Therefore, there is only one enrollee trying to get authenticated with the CDHN. This constitutes a non-overlapping PBC session.

- The CDHN registrar D6 elects a CDHN node from the network nodes D1, D2 of the CDHN nodes D1...D6 of the CDHN network for running the technology-specific PBC (ts-PBC). The CDHN registrar D6 analyses the received PBCRequest messages for potential deadlock of ts-PBC sessions by comparing Parameter A4 and All of the received PBCRequest messages. Table 4 shows the received PBCRequest messages and the relevant information for the election of a CDHN node.
Table 4: Relevant content of received PBCRequest messages for election of CDHN node

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>MAC Address of interface at enrollee through which PBCActivated message has been sent</th>
<th>MAC Address of the interface at the CDHN node through which the PBCActivated message has been received</th>
<th>CDHN MAC Address of CDHN node (recipient PBCActivated message / originator PBCRequest message)</th>
<th>Media information on receiving interface</th>
<th>Link Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>MAC_ND1_A</td>
<td>MAC_D1_A</td>
<td>MAC_D1</td>
<td>MAC A</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9</td>
<td>MAC_ND1_A</td>
<td>MAC_D2_A</td>
<td>MAC_D2</td>
<td>MAC A</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is only one distinct Parameter A4 (the data "MAC_ND1_A") . For the Parameter A4 = MAC_ND1_A , there are two distinct Parameter All (the data "MAC_D1_A" and the data "MAC_D2_A") indicating two candidate CDHN nodes for the ts-PBC (MAC_D1 and MAC_D2) . Starting the ts-PBC at both the network node device D1 and the network node device D2 has the potential for a deadlock of ts-PBC sessions, especially if additional knowledge derived from the media information (MAC "A") indicates this.

- The CDHN registrar D6 elects the network node device D2 as CDHN node for the ts-PBC since Parameter A8 indicates that the PBCRequest with Parameter All = MAC_D2_A is the better choice (Link Quality is excellent, compared to medium for Parameter All = MAC_D1_A).
- The CDHN registrar D6 sends a PBCStart message to the elected CDHN node D2. The PBCStart message contains the following information: The data "MAC_D2" as CDHN MAC Ad-
dress of the elected network node (Parameter A12), the data "MAC_D2_A" as MAC Address of the interface for the ts-PBC (Parameter A13), the data "1913" as PBE ID (Parameter A14)

- The elected CDHN node D2 receives the PBCStart message, does some sanity check (CDHN MAC Address of the CDHN node D2 is value of Parameter A12, PBE ID is current, etc.) which passes successfully.
- The CDHN node D2 starts its technology-specific PBC run for MAC "A" at the interface with MAC Address "MAC_D2_A" with a technology-specific walk time of 120 seconds.
- Since the enrollee ND1 has already its technology-specific PBC running and the CDHN node D2 starts its ts-PBC within the technology-specific walk time at ND1, the ts-PBC finds a match and finishes with success.
- The technology-specific walk times at the enrollee ND1 and the CDHN node D2 are finished with the successful ts-PBC session.
- The network node devices D1...D6 and ND1 will leave state CDHN_PBC_enabled after CDHN Walk Time is over.

With the election of the CDHN node D2 for the technology-specific PBC, the deadlock of the ts-PBC session at the CDHN node D1 and the CDHN node D2 has been prevented. Furthermore, the election based on the link quality allows choosing the better link for the communication technology MAC "A".

FIGURE 9 shows the structure of the network node devices D1, D2, D4; D1...D5, especially the registrar network node device D2; D6, each with at least one interface for controlling the run of technology specific Push Button Configuration sessions within a heterogeneous network with multiple communication network technologies based on the abstraction layer embedded in the IEEE P1905 .1-Architecture above the Media Access Control (MAC)-layer and the Physical layer according to FIGURE 2. According to FIGURE 9 the network node devices D1, D2, D4; D1...D5 respectively the registrar network node device D2; D6 comprise in contrast to the network node device NND of FIGURE
2 dedicated means namely means for performing a Push Button Event (PBE) M1, means for controlling the run of technology specific Push Button Configuration sessions M2 and means for sending/receiving information and/or messages M3. While the means M3 include or incorporate all entities of the IEEE P1905.1-Architecture belonging to the Physical Layer and the means M1 include respectively incorporate the entities of the IEEE P1905.1-Architecture belonging to the Application Layer entities, which are part of the Higher Layer Entities (HLE), the means for controlling the run of technology specific Push Button Configuration sessions M2 include respectively incorporate all entities in the data- and management plane of the IEEE P1905.1-Architecture from the MAC-Layer including the Abstraction Layer with the IEEE P1905.1 Abstraction Management Entity (ALME) and the corresponding Service Access Points (SAP) via the Logical Link Control (LLC) up to the Higher Layers with its most entities.
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Patent claims

1. Method for controlling the run of technology specific Push Button Configuration sessions within a heterogeneous network with multiple communication network technologies and a plurality of network node devices (D1...D4, ND; D1...D6, ND1, ND2) interconnected to each other via at least one interface and/or over multiple hops and authenticated or unauthenticated for the network, comprising the following steps:

Enabling a two-level Push Button Configuration within the heterogeneous network, especially within a Convergent Digital Home Network (CDHN) according to the IEEE P1905.1 standard specific, by an especially selectable or determined network node device of the network node devices (D1...D4, ND; D1...D6, ND1, ND2), being authenticated for the network, as registrar (D2; D6), whereby

a) in a level-1 of the two-level Push Button Configuration

al) a authenticated first network node device (D1; D3) of the network node devices (D1...D4, ND; D1...D6, ND1, ND2) or the registrar (D2; D6) is triggered by a first virtual or physical Push Button Event (NW-PBE), being assigned to the first network node device respectively the registrar, to send via the at least one interface directly or indirectly a notification message notifying about the first Push Button Event to the registrar (D2; D6) and at least one authenticated second network node device (D3, D4; D1, D2, D4, D5) of the network node devices (D1...D4, ND; D1...D6, ND1, ND2) respectively to the at least one authenticated second network node device (D3, D4; D1, D2, D4, D5),

a2) as enrollee at least one unauthenticated third network node device (ND; ND1, ND2) of the network node devices (D1...D4, ND; D1...D6, ND1, ND2) is triggered each by a second virtual or physical Push Button Event (E-PBE-1, E-PBE-2) being assigned to the third network node device (ND; ND1, ND2) to start itself a technology specific Push Button Configuration and to notify the authenticated network node devices (D3, D4; D1, D2, D5) of the network node devices (D1...D4, ND; D1...D6, ND1, ND2) adjacent to the third network node device
(ND; ND1, ND2) via the at least one interface each with at least one technology specific message announcing the wish for a technology specific Push Button Configuration session or a PBC activated message,

5 a3) each notified network node device (D3, D4; D1, D2, D5) forward via the at least one interface a PBC request message based on the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message directly or indirectly via the first network node device (D1; D3) and/or at least one network node device (D3; D2, D4) of the second network node devices (D3, D4; D1, D2, D4, D5) respectively the at least one network node device (D3; D2, D4) of the second network node devices (D3, D4; D1, D2, D4, D5) to the registrar network node device (D2; D6),

15 a4) the registrar network node device (D2; D6) analyses, counts the third network node devices (ND; ND1, ND2) based on device specific data received each with the at least one PBC request message and if applicable, especially the count equals 1, elects one notified network node device (D3; D2) of the notified network node devices (D3, D4; D1, D2, D5) in order to permit, by sending a PBC start message via the at least one interface to the elected network node device (D3; D2), the elected network node device (D3; D2) to establish the technology specific Push Button Configuration session with the third network node device (ND; ND1), and whereby

b) in a level-2 of the two-level Push Button Configuration the elected network node device (D3; D2) runs the technology specific Push Button Configuration session with the third network node device (ND; ND1).

2. Method according to claim 1, whereas the PBC activated message comprises the MAC address of the enrollee (ND; ND1, ND2).

35 3. Method according to claim 1 or 2, whereas the PBC activated message comprises at least one of (i) a Push Button Event Identifier, (ii) the MAC address of the interface through which the PBC activated message is sent and (iii) a
media information about the communication technology of the interface, through which the PBC activated message is sent.

4. Method according to one of the claims 1 to 3, whereas the PBC request message comprises the MAC address of the recipient of the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message or the originator of the PBC request message.

5. Method according to claim 4, whereas the PBC request message comprises at least one of (i) a Push Button Event Identifier for linking the notification message, the PBC activated message and/or the PBC request message to a specific Push Button Event, (ii) information about the link quality, (iii) the MAC address of the interface, through which the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message is received, and (iv) a media information about the communication technology of the interface, through which the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message is received.

6. Method according to one of the claims 1 to 5, whereas the device specific data comprise at least one of the MAC address of the interface, through which the PBC activated message is sent, and the MAC address of the interface, through which the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message is received.

7. Method according to one of the claims 1 to 6, whereas the registrar network node device (D2; D6) elects one notified network node device (D3; D2) of the notified network node devices (D3, D4; D1, D2, D5), if (i) all received PBC request messages contain the same device specific data or the MAC address of the interface, through which the PBC activated message is sent, and/or (ii) in the received PBC request messages for a distinct MAC address of the interface, through which the PBC activated message is sent, more than one of at least one of (a) the MAC address of the recipient of the at least one of (b) the MAC address of the originator of the at least one (c) the MAC address of the at least one
least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message or the originator of the PBC request message, (b) information about the link quality, (c) the MAC address of the interface, through which the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message is received, and (d) a media information about the communication technology of the interface, through which the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message is received, are available such that more than one communication technology interfaces are potential PBC partners for the very same interface of the enrollee.

8. Method according to one of the claims 1 to 7, whereas the PBC start message comprises the MAC address of the chosen notified network node device (D3; D2), which is the recipient of the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message or the originator of the PBC request message.

9. Method according to claim 8, whereas the PBC start message comprises at least one of (i) a Push Button Event Identifier for linking the notification message, the PBC activated message and/or the PBC request message and the PBC start message to a specific Push Button Event and (ii) the MAC address of the interface at which the technology specific PBC run is started.

10. Registrar network node device (D2; D6) with at least one interface for controlling the run of technology specific Push Button Configuration sessions within a heterogeneous network with multiple communication network technologies with a plurality of other network node devices (D1, D3, D4, ND; D1...D5, ND1, ND2) interconnected to each other via at least one interface and/or over multiple hops and authenticated or unauthenticated for the network, being authenticated for the network and especially selectable or determined, comprising: Means for performing a Push Button Event (M1), means for controlling the run of technology specific Push Button Configu-
ration sessions (M2) and means for sending/receiving information and/or messages (M3) that are designed such and connected to each other for enabling a two-level Push Button Configuration within the heterogeneous network, especially within a Convergent Digital Home Network (CDHN) according to the IEEE P1905.1 standard specific, whereby

a) in a level -1 of the two-level Push Button Configuration

a1) the means for sending/receiving information and/or messages (M3), which are triggered by the means for performing a Push Button-Event (M1), send via the at least one interface a notification message notifying about a first virtual or physical Push Button Event (NW-PBE) directly or indirectly to at least one authenticated second network node device (D1, D4; D1, D2, D3, D4, D5) of the other network node devices (D1, D3, D4, ND; D1...D5, ND1, ND2),

a2) the means for sending/receiving information and/or messages receive via the at least one interface directly or indirectly via at least one network node device (D3; D2, D4) of the second network node devices (D3, D4; D1, D2, D4, D5) from at least one further authenticated notified network node device (D1, D3, D4, ND; D1...D5, ND1, ND2) at least one PBC request message, which is based each on at least one technology specific message announcing the wish for a technology specific Push Button Configuration session or a PBC activated message (i) generated by at least one unauthenticated third network node device (ND; ND1, ND2) of the other network node devices (D1, D3, D4, ND; D1...D5, ND1, ND2) starting as enrollee itself a technology specific Push Button Configuration based on a second virtual or physical Push Button Event (E-PBE-1, E-PBE-2) being assigned to the third network node device (ND; ND1, ND2) and (ii) sent by the at least one third network node device (ND; ND1, ND2) via the at least one interface to the at least one notified network node devices (D3, D4; D1, D2, D5) adjacent to the third network node device (ND; ND1, ND2),

a3) the means for controlling the run of technology specific Push Button Configuration sessions (M2) analyse, count the third network node devices (ND; ND1, ND2) based on device
specific data received each with the at least one PBC request
message and if applicable, elect one notified network node
device (D3; D2) of the notified network node devices (D3, D4;
D1, D2, D5) in order to permit, by sending a PBC start mes-
sage via the at least one interface to the elected network
node device (D3; D2) with the assistance of the means for
sending/receiving information and/or messages (M3), the
elected network node device (D3; D2) to establish the tech-
nology specific Push Button Configuration session with the
third network node device (ND; ND1), so that
b) in a level -2 of the two-level Push Button Configuration
the elected network node device (D3; D2) runs the technology
specific Push Button Configuration session with the third
network node device (ND; ND1).

11. Registrar network node device (D2; D6) with at least one
interface for controlling the run of technology specific Push
Button Configuration sessions within a heterogeneous network
with multiple communication network technologies with a plu-
rality of other network node devices (D1, D3, D4, ND; D1...D5,
ND1, ND2) interconnected to each other via at least one in-
terface and/or over multiple hops and authenticated or una-
thenticated for the network, being authenticated for the net-
work and especially selectable or determined, comprising:

Means for controlling the run of technology specific Push
Button Configuration sessions (M2) and means for send-
ing/receiving information and/or messages (M3) are designed
such and connected to each other for enabling a two-level
Push Button Configuration within the heterogeneous network,
especially within a Convergent Digital Home Networks (CDHN)
according to the IEEE P1905.1 standard specific, whereby
a) in a level -1 of the two-level Push Button Configuration
al) the means for sending/receiving information and/or mes-
sages (M3) receive a notification message (PBN), which is
triggered by a first virtual or physical Push Button Event
(NW-PBE) being assigned to a first authenticated network node
device (D1; D3) of the other network node devices (D1, D3,
D4, ND; D1...D5, ND1, ND2) and send the received notification
message (PBN) to authenticated second network node devices (D3, D4; D1, D2, D4, D5) of the other network node devices (D1, D3, D4, ND; D1...D5, ND1, ND2), the means for sending/receiving information and/or messages receive via the at least one interface directly or indirectly via at least one network node device (D3; D2, D4) of the second network node devices (D3, D4; D1, D2, D4, D5) from at least one further authenticated notified network node device (D3, D4; D1, D2, D5) of the other network node devices (D1, D3, D4, ND; D1...D5, ND1, ND2) at least one PBC request message, which is based each on at least one technology specific message announcing the wish for a technology specific Push Button Configuration session or a PBC activated message (i) generated by at least one unauthenticated third network node device (ND; ND1, ND2) of the other network node devices (D1, D3, D4, ND; D1...D5, ND1, ND2) starting as enrollee itself a technology specific Push-Button Configuration based on a second virtual or physical Push Button Event (E-PBE-1, E-PBE-2) being assigned to the third network node device (ND; ND1, ND2) and (ii) sent by the at least one third network node device (ND; ND1, ND2) via the at least one interface to the at least one notified network node devices (D3, D4; D1, D2, D5) adjacent to the third network node device (ND; ND1, ND2),
a3) the means for controlling the run of technology specific
Push Button Configuration sessions (M2) analyse, count the third network node devices (ND; ND1, ND2) based on device specific data received each with the at least one PBC request message and if applicable, elect one notified network node device (D3; D2) of the notified network node devices (D3, D4; D1, D2, D5) in order to permit, by sending a PBC start message via the at least one interface to the elected network node device (D3; D2) with the assistance of the means for sending/receiving information and/or messages (M3), the elected network node device (D3; D2) to establish the technology specific Push Button Configuration session with the third network node device (ND; ND1), so that
b) in a level-2 of the two-level Push Button Configuration the elected network node device (D3; D2) runs the technology
12. Registrar network node device (D2; D6) according to claim 10 or 11, whereas the PBC activated message comprises the MAC address of the enrollee (ND; ND1, ND2).

13. Registrar network node device (D2; D6) according to claim 10, 11 or 12, whereas the PBC activated message comprises at least one of (i) a Push Button Event Identifier, (ii) the MAC address of the interface through which the PBC activated message is sent and (iii) a media information about the communication technology of the interface through which the PBC activated message is sent.

14. Registrar network node device (D2; D6) according to one of the claims 10 to 13, whereas the PBC request message comprises the MAC address of the recipient of the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message or the originator of the PBC request message.

15. Registrar network node device (D2; D6) according to claim 14, whereas the PBC request message comprises at least one of (i) a Push Button Event Identifier for linking the notification message, the PBC activated message and/or the PBC request message to a specific Push Button Event, (ii) information about the link quality, (iii) the MAC address of the interface through which the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message is received and (iv) a media information about the communication technology of the interface through which the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message is received.

16. Registrar network node device (D2; D6) according to one of the claims 10 to 15, whereas the device specific data comprise at least one of the MAC address of the interface, through which the PBC activated message is sent, and the MAC
address of the interface, through which the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message is received.

17. Registrar network node device (D2; D6) according to one of the claims 10 to 16, whereas the registrar network node device (D2; D6) elects one notified network node device (D3; D2) of the notified network node devices (D3, D4; D1, D2, D5), if (i) all received PBC request messages contain the same device specific data or the MAC address of the interface, through which the PBC activated message is sent, and/or (ii) in the received PBC request messages for a distinct MAC address of the interface, through which the PBC activated message is sent, more than one of at least one of (a) the MAC address of the recipient of the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message or the originator of the PBC request message, (b) information about the link quality, (c) the MAC address of the interface, through which the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message is received, and (d) a media information about the communication technology of the interface, through which the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message is received, are available such that more than one communication technology interfaces are potential PBC partners for the very same interface of the enrollee.

18. Registrar network node device (D2; D6) according to one of the claims 10 to 17, whereas the PBC start message comprises the MAC address of the chosen notified network node device (D3; D2), which is the recipient of the at least one technology specific message respectively the PBC activated message or the originator of the PBC request message.

19. Registrar network node device (D2; D6) according to claim 18, whereas the PBC start message comprises at least one of (i) a Push Button Event Identifier for linking the notification message, the PBC activated message and/or the PBC re-
quest message and the PBC start message to a specific Push
Button Event and (ii) the MAC address of the interface at
which the technology specific PBC run is started.

20. Computer readable storage media being executable by a
processor for controlling the run of technology specific Push
Button Configuration sessions within a heterogeneous network
with multiple communication network technologies with a plu-
rality of network node devices (D1, D2, D3, D4, ND; D1...D6,
ND1, ND2) interconnected to each other via at least one in-
terface and/or over multiple hops and authenticated or unau-
thenticated for the network,
implemented in a registrar network node device (D2; D6) ac-
cording to one of the claims 10 to 19 or in the network node
devices (D1, D3, D4, ND; D1...D5, ND1, ND2),
carries out the method for controlling the run of technology
specific Push Button Configuration sessions within a hetero-
geneous network with multiple communication network technolo-
gies and a plurality of network node devices (D1...D4, ND;
D1...D6, ND1, ND2) interconnected to each other via at least
one interface and/or over multiple hops and authenticated or unauthen-
ticated for the network according to one of the claims 1 to 9.

21. Heterogeneous network for controlling the run of technol-
ygy specific Push Button Configuration sessions comprising a
registrar network node device (D2; D6) according to one of
the claims 10 to 19 and a plurality of other network node de-
vi es (D1, D3, D4, ND; D1...D5, ND1, ND2) interconnected to
each other via at least one interface and/or over multiple
hops and authenticated or unauthenticated for the network,
whereby the network carries out the method for controlling
the run of technology specific Push Button Configuration ses-
sions according to one of the claims 1 to 9.
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